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THE TURF TIMES 

Welcome to our newsletter!

www.bgsod.com 3965 C Ave Ext, Alburnett, IA 52202 �1

Our goal is to provide accurate, researched 
information to develop and maintain your ideal lawn.  

Each issue contains an article written by Blue Grass 
staff, as well as information from university 
researchers and tips from area experts. This issue 
contains tips for weed & insect control, and how to 
recover from last year’s most common diseases.  

Feel free to contact us with questions or suggestions at 
any time. 319-842-2165 or sarah@bgsod.com 

Know someone who should subscribe? Have them do 
so here: http://www.bgsod.com/new-index/
#newsletters-1 

In This Issue 
• Step 2 Reminders

• Disease Recovery

• Is this a Disease?


Next Issue 
• Frequently Asked 

Questions

• Insect Control

• Cultural Practices for a 

Healthy Lawn
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Step 2 - Weed Control + an Option for Insect Control


Happy Spring! 
It’s officially time to apply Step 2 to your lawn.  

As you know, we now carry two “Step 2” products. 
20-0-5 with Dimension is our traditional Step 2 
product. It is a slow release fertilizer that feeds a 
lawn and controls weeds for approximately 120 
days (depending on rainfall). In all, Dimension 
prevents more than 40 types of grassy and 
broadleaf weeds that are known to invade Iowa 
lawns (see photo below for complete list).  

In our first newsletter this year, I wrote about our 
new combo product, 32-0-5 with Dimension & 
Acelepryn. Like our traditional Step 2, this 
product contains Dimension for weed prevention, 
however, this product will feed and control weeds 
for approximately 160 days (depending on 
rainfall). This combo product also contains Acelepryn, a low-risk pest control that prevents bluegrass 
billbug, sod webworms, and grubs throughout the spring and summer seasons.  

One important thing to keep in mind, regardless of which crabgrass preventer you apply, is that you 
should avoid gardens and landscaping with the product. It is also important that you do not try to do a 
seeding project in the same season that you are trying to control weeds. Step 2 doesn’t affect sod and 
will even keep weeds from coming up in between seams, so sod projects are still “a go” with 
Dimension! 

Recovering from Disease 
All the rain and the high temps last fall really did a number on local lawns. What can you do to help your lawn recover? 

I have good news for the vast majority of you: helping your lawn recover from most lawn disease flair-
ups is relatively easy. First, you need to improve drainage in the affected area (aeration, tiling, etc.) and 
then, you must feed your lawn correctly to help the grass naturally repair itself.  It is harmful to put 
down a fungicide as a “preventative” simply because you had “fill-in-the-blank” disease last year. 
Think of putting down an unnecessary fungicide like taking an antibiotic unnecessarily - it doesn’t 
really help anything and it actually creates a heightened risk of resistant bacteria for the future. 

However, there are two diseases that did show up in some lawns last year that would need a 
preventative treatment this time of year to ensure they 
do not return: Necrotic Ring Spot and Summer Patch. 
The Iowa State Extension Office has great resources 
for you to consider if you think you were affected by 
either of these two diseases. You can read more about 
the treatment for both diseases: https://
www.extension.iastate.edu/turfgrass/summer-patch-
disease 

The moral of the story is: have your lawn diagnosed 
before you go spray a fungicide. 
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A Fungus Among Us - A Reminder That Not Everything Is a 
Disease

With the consistent hot and humid weather we had last fall, conditions were perfect for diseases to run amuck. However, 
not all lawn stress or damage is a disease. It can be tricky telling a disease apart from physical damage. For example, can 
you tell which of the “diseases” above are diseases and should be treated with a fungicide? SPOILER ALERT: The answer 
is none of them. All of the photos above are the result of physical issues in the lawn. Here are the answers, in case you 
are curious:


A = fertilizer stripes B = compaction and drought damage 	 C = dog damage     D = heavy compaction from foot traffic  
E = fertilizer stripes 	 F = salt or chemical run off damage 	 G = malfunctioning irrigation heads       H = bug spray


It is important to get weird things in your lawn diagnosed before you immediately jump to 
fungicide use. It is also important to not let your lawn care company apply fungicides annually 
for the same reason you would not take an antibiotic when you aren’t sick. Unnecessary uses 
of fungicides will ultimately promote resistant strains of diseases in the same way that 
taking unnecessary antibiotics promotes stronger bugs in our systems.


Last year was a good year for disease growth in your lawn. Consistently hot, humid and rainy 
days can be a playground for fungi that result in diseases like summer patch and pythium blight. 
Summer patch is commonly found in tall fescue lawns, while bluegrasses can be susceptible to 
pythium. Rust is also on the way for juvenile lawns AND all three of these diseases would be 
treated differently.

Do you know a group 
or a business who 

might be interested 
in a private tour of 
Blue Grass? Have 

them contact me at 
sarah@bgsod.com or 
319-842-2165 to set 

up their tour!

Review Us, Please! 
We work hard to help our customers. 
Now we need your help to improve our 
online presence! The more reviews we 
have, the higher we appear in search 
results online. We are on Facebook, Yelp 
and Houzz for your reviewing pleasure! 
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Mushrooms are coming! 
Believe it or not, mushrooms are a good 
thing. They are a sign of healthy bacteria 
in your lawn breaking down old organic 
materials like old stumps. Don’t worry 
about them and don’t spray them. If they 
are unsightly to you or you fear touching 
them, simply mow them down.
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